High throughput quantification of mutant huntingtin aggregates.
Mutant protein aggregates are an important biomarker in Huntington's and other neurodegenerative diseases however their quantification has typically relied on manual imaging and counting, or cell-free assays, which do not allow for concurrent analysis of cell viability. Here we describe four automated high throughput image analysis methods, developed using Metamorph software, to quantify mutant huntingtin aggregates in a cellular context. Imaging of aggregate-forming cells was also automated, using a Discovery-1 automated fluorescence microscope. All four analysis methods measured aggregate formation accurately in relation to manual counting, but with differing throughput. Our in-house PolyQ assay gave the highest throughput, processing images at 0.31 s per image. The Cell Scoring assay gave lower throughput, at 19.5s per image, but offered accurate quantification of the proportion of cells which formed aggregates, without bias from cell death. These image analysis tools provide rapid and objective alternatives to manual counting in studies of aggregate formation, to facilitate the discovery of drugs to treat Huntington's and related neurodegenerative diseases.